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Knowledge is power
Innovation requires risk
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Objective: An Overview of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Technology and Patent Landscape 

• Create new business or innovation opportunities
• Identify new solution(s) for technological challenges
• Identify new business or R&D partner(s) in industry or academia
• Evaluate technology transfer, acquisition or merger opportunities
• Facilitate strategic organizational and business decisions via competitive intelligence and benchmarking 

analyses
• Serve as inspirations for idea and project creations

• Technology intelligence program lead (DSM Biotechnology Center, DSM, Netherlands)
• Innovation program office manager (interim, DSM Food Specialties, DSM, Netherlands)
• Technical lead for metabolic engineering, strain development, high throughput biochemical assay and diagnostic test 

development projects on bioenergy, biochemicals, food enzymes and food preservation (Intrexon Corporation and DSM)

Dr. Siew-Loon Ooi is the founder of Pramoedya Biointelligence LLC, a technology and patent intelligence 
consulting firm, whose mission is to enable the creation of innovation opportunities for life sciences and
technology-focused industries. Dr. Ooi received her Ph.D. from the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, 
and was a Damon Runyon Cancer Research Foundation Postdoctoral Scholar at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer 
Research Center. Her previous industry experience includes: 
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), also known as drone, is an aircraft without a human pilot aboard. 
UAV is usually controlled by a ground controller through a communication system. Recent advances in 
UAV technology have led to diverse and rapidly expanding applications of UAVs in diverse fields 
including communication, survey, agriculture and aerial photography. 

Our questions:
• How does the competitive technology and patent landscape of UAVs look like?
• What are the main and emerging applications of UAVs?
• Who are the key and emerging players for each application or technology field of UAVs?
• What are the main technological challenges in UAVs? 

We facilitate your innovation success with our insights to enable
better business decisions and higher but smarter risk taking

Background



Bibliographic Results for 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 

Patent Landscape

The key worldwide UAV patent players are from 
diverse industries including drone manufacturers (eg
Shenzhen DJI Technology, Autel Robotics and Parrot), 
e-commerce retailer (eg Amazon), semiconductor or 
computer hardware manufacturers (eg IBM, Intel and 
Qualcomm), and airplane manufacturer (eg Boeing). 
Drone manufacturers have the largest UAV patent 
portfolios. The key patent players span a broad 
geographic range, including China (eg Shenzhen DJI
and Autel Robotics), France (eg Parrot), Korea (eg
Samsung) and US (eg IBM, Amazon and Intel).

Key UAV Patent Players*
Patent Publications within ChinaWorldwide Patent Publications
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Preliminary Results: >36000 patent families relevant to drone or UAVs were retrieved using 
Patent Inspiration by AULIVE

Patent Publication Timeline and Country Patent Topic Classification

B64C 

B64D

G05D

B64F

AEROPLANES; HELICOPTERS ….

EQUIPMENT FOR FITTING IN OR TO 
AIRCRAFT …

SYSTEMS FOR CONTROLLING OR 
REGULATING NON-ELECTRIC VARIABLES

GROUND OR AIRCRAFT-CARRIER-DECK 
INSTALLATIONS ….

Incomplete 
data

UAV is a rapidly emerging technology field. The number of patent publications increases exponentially every year 
since 2015. UAV patent applicants span a broad geographic range, with China (>50% of the total patent 
publications), South Korea and USA as the patent publication countries. The patent dataset relates to diverse 
technology topics, including the aircraft itself, equipment fitting in the aircraft and systems for controlling or 
regulating the aircrafts.

Patent Publications in Europe

* For this analysis, patent publications in China and South Korea are analyzed separately, and not included in the worldwide key
player analysis. 

Key patent players in Europe compose primarily of 
corporate companies.

The key UAV patent players within China include 
corporate companies (eg state-owned State Grid 
Corporation and EWATT Technology) and academic 
organizations (eg University of Bei Hang). Interestingly, 
the key players here differ from those Chinese entities 
with international Worldwide patent publications

http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/5Fb5D1279385/analysis/b581dbc7C5D6
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/7deB47A53e69/analysis/7456b7f5ca8E
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/3808EbB16e5C/analysis/F1ab66C00DA1
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/3808EbB16e5C/analysis/b2edb8247DE0
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/3808EbB16e5C/analysis/AcBA11243c2a
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/7deB47A53e69/analysis/7456b7f5ca8E
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/7deB47A53e69/analysis/7456b7f5ca8E
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/1cF4087c1792/analysis/D997537CF303
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/49D30FaCc642/analysis/1CB990b5c32A
http://www.patentinspiration.com/redirect?url=/report/35434475D535/analysis/521f873f5FCf


Example for
a granted patent

METHOD FOR SPRAYING CHEMICAL BY 
UNMANNED FLIGHT VEHICLE, AND PROGRAM
Patent number: WO2018189848A1
2018 By Nileworks
To provide a method for controlling the flight of a drone 
and a program with which the drone performs accurate 
spraying of a chemical in farmland located in narrow and 
complicated terrain even when there is no accurate map 
information beforehand. [Solution] A drone is controlled 
using two modes, specifically a cultivated-field shape 
ascertaining mode and a chemical spraying mode......

Example for
A key agriculture and UAV patent player

Nileworks is a Japanese drone company with an 
automated crop sprayer drone capability
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Selected Report Examples: 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 

Patent Landscape

UAVs in Agriculture
Diverse applications of UAV technology in the agriculture sector is currently in development. For example, 
Agroscout and Agremo are developing agriculture platforms that include the use of drones followed by 
artificial intelligence-driven analyses to help farmers manage their crops for improved crop yield and 
success. 
Our questions:
• Who are the key patent players and their collaborators for UAV applications in agriculture? 
• What are the applications for?
• What are the main themes and trends (segmented by geography, year or patent topics)?

AERIAL FOREST INVENTORY SYSTEM
Patent number: US2014163772A1
2014 By Boeing
A method and apparatus for generating information about a
forest. A number of locations in the forest are identified
over which an electromagnetic energy sensor system in an
unmanned aerial vehicle generates the information about
the forest by generating a point cloud with a resolution that
meets a point cloud threshold. A route is generated for the
unmanned aerial vehicle to move to the number of
locations and generate the information about the forest in
the number of locations.

About us: Pramoedya Biointelligence is a competitive technology intelligence firm with a mission to enable the 
creation of innovation opportunities for life sciences and technology-centric industries. We use our scientific 
expertise to analyze and interpret diverse sources of curated information, including patents, scientific literature, 
news and public report, to generate actionable insights, recommendations and ideas for our clients. We are 
especially interested in cross-industry opportunities.


